Modeling Insight into Battery Electrolyte Electrochemical Stability and Interfacial Structure.
Electroactive interfaces distinguish electrochemistry from chemistry and enable electrochemical energy devices like batteries, fuel cells, and electric double layer capacitors. In batteries, electrolytes should be either thermodynamically stable at the electrode interfaces or kinetically stable by forming an electronically insulating but ionically conducting interphase. In addition to a traditional optimization of electrolytes by adding cosolvents and sacrificial additives to preferentially reduce or oxidize at the electrode surfaces, knowledge of the local electrolyte composition and structure within the double layer as a function of voltage constitutes the basis of manipulating an interphase and expanding the operating windows of electrochemical devices. In this work, we focus on how the molecular-scale insight into the solvent and ion partitioning in the electrolyte double layer as a function of applied potential could predict changes in electrolyte stability and its initial oxidation and reduction reactions. In molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, highly concentrated lithium aqueous and nonaqueous electrolytes were found to exclude the solvent molecules from directly interacting with the positive electrode surface, which provides an additional mechanism for extending the electrolyte oxidation stability in addition to the well-established simple elimination of "free" solvent at high salt concentrations. We demonstrate that depending on their chemical structures, the anions could be designed to preferentially adsorb or desorb from the positive electrode with increasing electrode potential. This provides additional leverage to dictate the order of anion oxidation and to effectively select a sacrificial anion for decomposition. The opposite electrosorption behaviors of bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (TFSI) and trifluoromethanesulfonate (OTF) as predicted by MD simulation in highly concentrated aqueous electrolytes were confirmed by surface enhanced infrared spectroscopy. The proton transfer (H-transfer) reactions between solvent molecules on the cathode surface coupled with solvent oxidation were found to be ubiquitous for common Li-ion electrolyte components and dependent on the local molecular environment. Quantum chemistry (QC) calculations on the representative clusters showed that the majority of solvents such as carbonates, phosphates, sulfones, and ethers have significantly lower oxidation potential when oxidation is coupled with H-transfer, while without H-transfer their oxidation potentials reside well beyond battery operating potentials. Thus, screening of the solvent oxidation limits without considering H-transfer reactions is unlikely to be relevant, except for solvents containing unsaturated functionalities (such as C═C) that oxidize without H-transfer. On the anode, the F-transfer reaction and LiF formation during anion and fluorinated solvent reduction could be enhanced or diminished depending on salt and solvent partitioning in the double layer, again giving an additional tool to manipulate the order of reductive decompositions and interphase chemistry. Combined with experimental efforts, modeling results highlight the promise of interphasial compositional control by either bringing the desired components closer to the electrode surface to facilitate redox reaction or expelling them so that they are kinetically shielded from the potential of the electrode.